Scholarship and Fellowship Recipients
2019–2020 Academic Year

Undergraduate Scholarships

Adele Collins Mason Scholarship
Lauren LaMontagne, Texas Delta

Adrianna Bachan Memorial Scholarship
Delanie Pence, California Gamma

Alabama Beta Meg Ingram Memorial Scholarship
Brianna Cipolla, Alabama Beta

Alabama Gamma Scholarship
Virginia Snipes, Alabama Gamma

Alison Parchman Schomburg Education Scholarship
Abigail Taylor, Washington Alpha

Amy Louise Wheatley Memorial Scholarship
Paige Ballard, Nebraska Beta

Andrea Armstrong Shultz Scholarship
Caitlin Armstrong, Kentucky Alpha

Ann Gordon Trammell Scholarship
Alyssa Soles, Texas Gamma

Annette Mitchell Mills Scholarship
Amy Casey, Alabama Alpha

Arizona Alpha Scholarship
Osaso Ighodaro, Arizona Alpha

Arizona Beta Scholarship
Samantha Martinez, Arizona Beta

Arkansas Alpha Scholarship
Julia Rogers, Arkansas Alpha

Betty Blades Lofton Scholarship
Brooke Allen, Indiana Gamma

Bobbie Bliss Pittman Scholarship
Sheridan Davis, California Mu

California Eta Angel Scholarship
Crystal Alvarez, California Eta

Carol Inge Warren Scholarship
Elyse Blanch, Idaho Alpha

Colorado Alpha Memorial Scholarship
McKenna Kuhlman, Colorado Alpha

Dallas Alumnae Club/Ann Dudgeon Phy Scholarship
Kaitlyn Rowland, Michigan Alpha

Dorothy Nelson Hunter Memorial Scholarship
Lauren Paulet, Maryland Gamma

Fred and Virginia Hannum Scholarship
Ana Clara Martins Guimaraes, California Alpha

Friendship Fund Scholarship
Jacoa Ash, Tennessee Delta
Emily Ayoubi, Texas Gamma
Abby Butler-Cefalo, Virginia Iota
Madison Cooper, Oklahoma Beta
Kamille Ellis, Oklahoma Beta
Kacie Griffin, Florida Epsilon
Haley Hall, Arkansas Alpha
Madison Hanks, Louisiana Beta
Anna Herrington, Alabama Alpha
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Friendship Fund Scholarship (continued from previous page)
Alyssa Hertel, Missouri Gamma
Skye Jeansonne, Louisiana Beta
Melissa Kang, Colorado Gamma
Katherine Kelley, Oregon Gamma
Tyler Keys, Tennessee Beta
Emily McWilliams, Tennessee Gamma
Natalie Murphy, New York Delta
Fara Omilabu, New York Eta
Taylor Raines, North Carolina Delta
Sophia Schmidt, Arkansas Alpha
Jaime Scott, Virginia Iota
Eileen Stoll, Illinois Zeta
Katie Weber, South Dakota Alpha

Indiana Epsilon Scholarship
Michelle Kanik, Indiana Epsilon

Isabel Mulholland Cramer Scholarship
Morgan Clinton, California Mu

Jane Hill Trowbridge Memorial Scholarship
Stella Calbert, California Zeta

Jane Turner Campbell Scholarship
Amory Platts, Missouri Alpha

Jo Ann Minor Roderick Scholarship
Ellie Hoag, Michigan Beta
Brooke Shields, Kentucky Alpha

Jo Marie Lilly Scholarship
Katherine Wagner, Arkansas Alpha

Jo Miller Lybrook Rudicel Scholarship
Alexis Cuff, Indiana Beta

Johnanna Zournas Scholarship
Brooke Loth, Texas Gamma

Joyce Wherritt Bowers Scholarship
Zia Yurchuck, California Xi

Juli Holmes Willemans Scholarship
Cheyenne Wiederholt, Iowa Beta

Kansas Alpha House Corporation Scholarship
Sophia Dominguez-Heithoff, Kansas Alpha
Alexandra O'Neill, Kansas Alpha
Chelsea Stitt, Kansas Alpha

Kansas Alpha Scholarship
Phylicia Call, Kansas Alpha

Kathy Watson Wilson Memorial Scholarship
Shana Callirgos, Texas Epsilon

Lauren Rousseau Memorial Scholarship
Jordyn Burke, Kansas Beta

Lou Ann Montgomery Carter Scholarship
Sarah Gibbons, Utah Alpha

Louisiana Alpha Triple M Scholarship
Gracie Rink, Louisiana Beta

Marilyn J. Boren-Sweeney Scholarship
Reagan Dorow, California Gamma

MaryMargaret McDonough Scholarship
Eliza Wilson, Virginia Epsilon

Michigan Alpha Scholarship
Maria Kohane, Michigan Alpha

Miriam J. Ledyard Memorial Scholarship
Elizabeth Schmit, Indiana Delta

Missouri Alpha Scholarship
Jacqueline Janorschke, Missouri Alpha

Montana Alpha Scholarship
Kensington Lang, Montana Alpha

Murdy Townsend Smith Memorial Scholarship
Baylie Embry, South Dakota Alpha
Nebraska Beta Scholarship
Anna Marshall, Nebraska Beta

Nebraska Gamma Scholarship
Lea Takaesu, Nebraska Gamma

Ohio Alpha Scholarship
Sophie Rossell, Ohio Alpha

Oklahoma Alpha Scholarship
Caroline Estes, Oklahoma Alpha

Oklahoma Beta 1962 Balfour Cup Memorial Scholarship
Mallory Newell, Oklahoma Beta

Oklahoma Beta Scholarship
Daryn Hayes, Oklahoma Beta

Oregon Gamma Scholarship
Madison Miller-McNeely, Oregon Gamma

Orpha O’Rourke Coenen Scholarship
Sara Siener, Indiana Delta

Patty Hill Davidson Scholarship
Chloe Brown, Indiana Gamma

Peg George Houston Scholarship
Samantha Farmer, Colorado Epsilon

Phoenix Alumnae Club Scholarship
Amanda Wade, Arizona Beta

Ruth Trinkle Read Scholarship
Cara Meyer, Oklahoma Beta

Sarah Ruth Mullis Scholarship
Anna Stowe, Connecticut Alpha

Sign of the Arrow Melissa Scholarship
Alyssa Besser, California Delta

Susan Crane Kyle Indiana Beta Scholarship
Eleanor Nieman, Indiana Beta

Tennessee Gamma Scholarship
Leonora Browne, Tennessee Gamma

Texas Delta Scholarship
Kaylee Westra, Texas Delta

The Heid Foundation in Memory of Joan Heid Scholarship
Raquel Walder, California Gamma

Undergraduate Scholarship Fund Scholarship
Danielle Ayres, Idaho Alpha
Caroline Barnes, Tennessee Gamma
Abbie Bowman, Maryland Gamma
Lillian Carroll, Alabama Gamma
Emma Crutcher, Virginia Delta
Kristin DiSalle, Georgia Alpha
Sabrina Escalona, Colorado Delta
Judith Espinoza, Illinois Beta-Delta
Alexandria Mabry, Mississippi Beta
Yifan Mao, Illinois Kappa
Claire Powell, Virginia Eta
Carole Schenk, Indiana Beta
Monisha Weerasundara, New York Eta
Payton Weltge, Ohio Eta
Sophia Xian, New York Delta
Elizabeth Zorich, Louisiana Beta

Washington Alpha Scholarship
Elaine Currie, Washington Alpha

Graduate Fellowships

Friendship Fund Graduate Fellowship
Macy Cummings, Ohio Alpha
Rachel Heard, Utah Alpha
Kaylee Nichols, Missouri Alpha

Graduate Fellowship Fund Graduate Fellowship
Samantha Dyar, Connecticut Gamma
China Stuckman, New Mexico Alpha
Joanie Arnold Graduate Fellowship
Abigail Fitzgerald Cross, Vermont Beta

Karen Consalus Price Graduate Fellowship
Mikayla Stevens, Missouri Alpha

Myra Matthews Buis Graduate Fellowship
Frances Restrepo, Arkansas Alpha

Past Grand President Fellowship Memorial Graduate Fellowship
Caitlin Barkley, South Carolina Beta
Lindsay Ebeling, Iowa Gamma
Mansi Maini, Georgia Beta

Alumnae Continuing Education (ACE) Scholarships

ACE Scholarship Fund ACE Scholarship
Amanda Goll, California Theta

Adele Collins Mason ACE Scholarship
Jessica Ashton, Alabama Beta

Barbara Anderson Blake ACE Scholarship
Lauren Kownacki, California Delta

Hannah Mervine Miles ACE Scholarship
Charmaine LeBlanc, Nebraska Gamma

Marguerite OBrien ACE Scholarship
Elizabeth Ferrara Buffolino, Pennsylvania Epsilon